IN HIGHLIGHT:
KEY FEATURES OF RAUTE’S MILLSIGHTS

AN INTELLIGENT
DATA HUB FOR
YOUR PRODUCTION

Raute MillSIGHTS is a revolutionary data hub Management
Information System (MIS) for the wood processing
industry, especially for veneer, plywood, and LVL producers.
MillSIGHTS software collects a full range of data from the
essential elements of your production, as well as the data
produced by analyzers and other important process devices.
All this gathered data forms the backbone of MillSIGHTS,
allowing it to show you where to focus.

Rising production costs and competition in product pricing are
forcing mills to continuously
improve their production efficiency. These improvements can
be carried out by optimizing raw
material usage, eliminating unnecessary downtime, and increasing productivity. To make these
improvements, and to stay ahead
of your competition, you need to
get comprehensive information
throughout the whole process,
from raw material in to finished
products out. Raute MillSIGHTS
helps you to monitor all your
production flows so you can easily
understand how to increase this
efficiency and can anticipate any
production changes.

Thankfully, MillSIGHTS enables
you to tackle the challenges you
face today.
MillSIGHTS helps you attack these
challenges by giving you intelligent tools for making precise
operational decisions and taking
necessary maintenance actions.
The optimal process control values
for production can be learned
through data collected by MillSIGHTS and the use of its tools.
MillSIGHTS is an essential part of
Raute’s new line deliveries, but it
can also be implemented on existing production lines that have
relatively modern line controls.
MillSIGHTS is also applicable for
non-Raute-supplied lines. Let’s
walk through the key features
and benefits of MillSIGHTS that
enable data-based production
management to improve your
profitability and allow for a rapid
payback on a MillSIGHTS investment.
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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
OF RAUTE MILLSIGHTS
REAL-TIME
NOTIFICATIONS

Real-time notifications
can be sent to selected
personnel if a production
line is not achieving its
targets, or if monitored
values are not being
reached. Notifications
help you to react quickly
to eliminate production
problems.

COMPREHENSIVE
DATA-GATHERING

MillSIGHTS gathers data
from numerous production
phases so you have as much
information as necessary.
Displaying this data in
graphical reports that are
comparable for different
times makes it possible to
know more precisely which
process area should be
focused on.

HIGH-QUALITY DATA

MillSIGHTS is built inside of
the production line controls.
This provides a real insight
into the conditions within
the process and production
environment.

CONFIDENT INVESTMENT
PLANNING AND FOLLOW-UP
DYNAMIC DATA
REPORTING
MODERN
ANALYZER DATA
MOBILE REPORTING

MillSIGHTS gives you accurate
information so that you can
analyze where the most
profitable or weak process
points are. Data-based decisions
make the investment easy and
follow-up easier.
Hourly to annual reports at
your fingertips in the same
amount of time! Dynamic
filtering lets you sort data
into a report to match
the point of view you are
interested in.
Data collected from analyzers
is quickly at hand through
MillSIGHTS. You can easily see
the big picture and optimize
processes accordingly.
MillSIGHTS comes with a
mobile app allowing you to
see your mill’s performance
on the go, keeping you
informed.

So, now you are familiar with the key features of Raute’s MillSIGHTS:
an intelligent production and process management system.
If you are interested and want to dive deeper into smart production of
wood-based products with Raute, just give us your contact details and
we will be in touch. We will be happy to demonstrate how MillSIGHTS
works and help you to calculate how much you can benefit from
utilizing the data within your production.

raute.com
Creating value in forest assets.

